Realfit

Disclaimer

We at Realfit Centre Ltd (Realfit Online) would
like to make clear that though our programme
and nutritional advice is built from our
experience and knowledge, the information
presented in this document should not be
substituted with advice from a medical
professional.
Please ensure that you always consult a
qualified medical professional before beginning
any nutritional or exercise programme. Any
implementation of Realfit Training, Diet or
Supplementation is entirely your responsibility.
Please do not disregard, ignore or delay any
professional medical advice resulting from the
information obtained within this document.
All information provided by Realfit Centre Ltd
(Realfit Online) is for informational and
educational purposes only and for use at your
own risk.

Introduction
Welcome to Realfit Online
Our goal in creating this platform is to deliver the Realfit training, nutrition and mindset programme to
help build and refine our offering to the most important people to us - our community
Over the months, years and decades we will look to offer a wide range of services, but to begin with we
will offer the following:
1) Exclusive Programmes
Get a taste of Online Coaching by following our DIY Programming created by our coaches. We will offer
programmes to use within a gym, at home or even whilst away on holidays or travelling for work.
2) On Demand videos
Train along with a coach to get a workout from home or away on any device. We have new workouts
going up weekly and an archive of lockdown workouts to keep you entertained.
3) Expert Coaching
Learn theory behind the training, nutrition and mindset for Realfit Online in our videos, blogs and soon to
come Webinars. The more you ask the more we can deliver the content you want so contact us at
connect@realfitonline.co.uk with all your queries
3) Online Coaching
Get more from your training and even more help and guidance in our Online Group Coaching. You will
have access to training logs, help tailoring your training and support, guidance and accountability of your
coach and team to make sure you get the results your after. There will also be a further option to get
Online Personal Training to have weekly calls with your coach and a unique programme for your personal
goals and training environment.

What kit do you need?
Though you can get results with any home or gym set up we feel its our duty to make sure you have the
best options available to you that will not only give you the best results but wont cost you the earth to set
up.
If you train in a fully kitted out gym you are good to go but if you train at home I would recommend
purchasing the following:
Exercise mat – For comfort on most floor based movements
Foam roller – To help you mobilise your joints
Resistance Bands – For activation of muscles
Step or bench – To perform step or supported upper body movements
Kettlebells – Our preferred training tool. Look for weights from 8kg up to 40kg over time
Suspension trainer – For bodyweight work
Slam Ball – For power and core based work
Then if budget allows we recommend the following conditioning kit
Rowing machine – Awesome total body conditioning.
Exercise bike – Low impact lower body conditioning at its best
Treadmill – For those who want to improve running and sprinting
Skipping rope – Cheap, easy to use but hard to master – Required good head room
My recommendation is to put £20 to £100 a month away to save up for kit over the year. Obviously if you
budget doesn’t allow you to save for kit we have a video giving you some alternative options for weighted
implements - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jcumSTpAW4&t=526s

How do the sessions work?
Each Realfit online session is unique and varied from the last. We utilise a training system that has been
created and developed over 20 years and is by far the most efficient and effective training our community
has ever done.
Though we look to add variety within the training the structure is set in the following template to ensure
control within the chaos:

Warm ups
This part of the workout prepares the athlete for the session ahead. We use the RAMP method for the
perfect start to any workout and to ensure we cover the most important aspects of a proper pre workout
routine. The goal of the warm up is to improve movement in each joint, feel less tightness or pain from
movement and to perform at our best in the training

Workout
This portion of the workout is called the Metabolic Power Circuit and is your meat and potatoes of
training. Here we want to build your total fitness by increasing your muscular strength, add lean muscle
to help increase metabolism so we can look and feel our best year round.

Finisher
To end the session we will use specific finishers to help work on accessory movements to help balance our
body to avoid injuries, strengthen our core and build our cardio conditioning even further. The goal of the
finisher will often depend on the athletes goal and current level of fitness.

How do the we Warm Up
When you walk into the gym you need to get your body ready for the session at hand, you need to warm
up. For most sessions and classes a few leg swings and a poor attempt to touch your toes will usually
suffice many, but at Realfit Online we take our warm ups seriously. Not too seriously but enough to
actually make them worth doing.
RAMP your way to awesome
We follow a simple yet effective warm up template based off the RAMP protocol created by Ian Jeffries for
his athletes. Like many things in fitness you can make it as simple or complicated as you want but for us
we tend to side with simple. RAMP stands for
•
•
•
•

Raise Body Temperature
Activate Key Muscles
Mobilise Key Joints
Prepare body for Activity

If you create warm ups that do all of the above you will have an awesome workout ahead of you, miss any
of them and you will probably feel less than stellar for your bout of awesomeness.
With a good RAMP warm up you will help improve your range of movement for exercise which will help
you avoid injuring yourself. You can also add in Rehab like movements to help you get over a previous
injuries. It can also help you with recovery so can and should be used as a stand alone session on your off
days. This will not only increase your results but also turn up your metabolism to 11
You will spend around 10 minutes getting all the work done, you can spend up to 20 minutes on a stand
alone session but we will discuss that further in the future.

What is a Metabolic Power Circuit?
Metabolic Power Circuits (MPC) are the back bone of our training on Realfit Online. The goal is to improve
the bodies ability through a range of intensities and stimulus. If that seems a bit too much like sports
science its because it is, but the truth is MPC work is varied, challenging and fun.
Choose your Path - Each session will have a MPC type:

Phosphagen – These are your strength and power workouts. They ask for low reps, explosive movement
and higher intensity work.
Glycolytic – Do you feel the burn? Glycolytic sessions are the type most are accustomed to and gravitate
towards as they are hard work but give you instant gratification. Moderate reps and working to maximum
fatigue will usually happen here
Oxidative – For many athletes they struggle with purposeful pacing of their training. We work with lower
intensity and longer duration to help build our Aerobic base.
Each session we will look to work the whole body. If done correctly though we can focus our efforts on a
primary movement of the day whilst still getting in quality work on the other areas:
Total Body – These session will work mostly on whole body movements like cleans, Snatch and Deadlift.
The lower body will have a secondary focus and upper body auxiliary focus
Lower Body – These sessions will work on lower body movements like squats, Lunges and isolated hinge
work like Hip Thrusts. Upper body will be secondary and Total will be auxiliary
Upper Body – These sessions will focus on the upper body pushing and pulling work like push ups and
Rows. The Total body is secondary and Lower body Auxiliary.

What is RPE?
RPE stands for Rate of Perceived Exertion and has been used in the exercise community for decades.
Originally an intensity gauge for endurance athletes to know how hard they where working but has
evolved over the last few years into a system that allows us to also judge the correct loads and levels of
fatigue we generate in the session.
The benefits are that once learned how to use RPE properly it will allow each individual to autoregulate
their training so it pushes them whatever level of experience and fitness they have. This means you don’t
need a coach there to help you figure out the loads or where to rest, your body and your instincts will do
that for you once learned.
For weighted movements we will usually associate the RPE in terms of Reps In Reserve (RIR). This is
because total fatigue is simply the case of lifting the weight until you cant do another rep (Failure). For
conditioning movements or circuits we look to use the talk test, if you can talk whilst moving it’s a good
indication that your in an aerobic level and as you loose the power to form a sentence the energy pathway
will mostly be max effort Anaerobic work.
We work on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being almost no effort and 10 being everything you have. So you
can see each level up will bring a different challenge and allow you to work longer or shorter durations.
Phosphagen sessions will usually work up to RPE 9, For weighted movements that’s 1 RIR and
conditioning it will be sprints for no more than 20 seconds which will have you at RPE 9-10
Glycolytic sessions will usually go to the limits of both our pain threshold and though total failure is
mostly avoided in the MPC work for Accessories we will sometimes aim for it. So RPE 8-10 is standard.
Oxidative sessions generally shoot for RPE’s that allow us to do keep going at a steady pace. Though we
will build fatigue over the workout the gaol is usually to hit an RPE 8 at most.

Accessory Workouts
Accessory work is your cherry on top of the cake of awesomeness you have made in the first two phases
of training. Once you are warmed and have performed to your maximum the accessory portion is the part
that will help refine and improve the results further. The main benefits of Accessory work are:
Strengthen and Stabilize Key Muscles – Your Shoulders, core, Hips and Knees require you to build
stabilizing muscle around them to hep prevent injuries and improve performance
Enhance Conditioning & Endurance – Improving your bodies conditioning will help you with recovery,
increase metabolism and allow you to keep your level of performance higher for longer.
Address weaknesses & Balance Physique – To get stronger or look better there is a simple solution that
works 99.9% of the time – Work your weaknesses. This will usually be the Triceps, Glutes and Upper back
but can be any muscles group and will change as the athlete progresses.
So with the above in mind we have developed three awesome options when it comes to finishing strong:
Power Core (PC) - Accessory work with emphasis on the core. Most athletes can always do with extra
core work and so this allows the m to get that in along with extra on other weak muscle groups. We will
do Direct core work like sit ups and more indirect work like carries and plank variations.
Aerobic Accessory (AA) - Accessory work with emphasis on conditioning. We can incorporate different
intensities of AA to allow a full development of Aerobic condition. We will work on higher and lower
intensity conditioning work to get a full development of aerobic fitness and muscle building.
Functional Pump - Accessory work with emphasis on Muscle size. This will feature much more
“bodybuilding” style workouts that focus on large levels of fatigue in the muscles worked. We will
introduce Combo and Complex work to increase TUT and cause the big old pump that will help fill those tshirts and jeans in all the right places.

